At its meeting of Tuesday, April 6, 2010 the Academic Senate took the following actions:

The following items were approved by the Senate and are forwarded to the President for approval:

- **09-10 CAPR 9,** Environmental Studies BA program modifications; and
  **09-10 CIC 14,** Option Changes in Environmental Studies B.A.; *with the clarification* that the new option is titled “Environment and Society” (the backup materials had also referred to it as “Energy & Society”)
- **09-10 CIC 15,** Application of INTS Course for GE Area D4
- **09-10 CIC 16,** Application of Courses for GE Area C4
- **09-10 CIC 17,** Two-Year Extension of the Current Freshman Learning Communities
- **09-10 CIC 18,** Application of Course for GE Area D4
- **09-10 CIC 19,** Application of Courses for GE Area B6 *with the removal of PSY 3500,* which will be returned to CIC. The instructor of the course noted the stated concerns and offered to revise the proposal to address them.
- **09-10 CIC 21,** Temporary Course Cap Increase for C4 and D4 UDGE courses, noting that the increase will be with instructor approval and that rigorous enforcement of caps has begun.
- **09-10 CIC 22,** Application of Course for GE Area D4
- **09-10 CIC 23,** Application of Course for GE Area C4
- **09-10 cFAC 3,** Faculty Office Hour Policy Revision, as revised to add “or equivalent confidential means” after “by telephone.”
- **09-10 cFAC 6,** New Interpretation of Rights of Faculty with FERP and PRTB Assignments to Participate in Elections and to Serve on Committees

Susan Opp was presented with a commendation of appreciation, which had been unanimously approved at the Senate meeting on January 26th.